Section One: Thinking Sculpturally
Rosalind Krauss essay 'Sculpture in the Expanded Field' in October (1979), (Krauss 1979:30- 
The Exposition of Creative Practice
Within creative practice, the artist or designer will always feel they are part of a real world, engaged with contemporaneity, as long as they are actually able to be in touch, kinesthetically, with other things that have cultural significance: such as, materials, techniques, styles, aesthetic currency and so on. In the production of their work, the fashion designer and/or artist, may subconsciously absorb, that the performance of touching is not merely an inner performance our understanding and use of empathy is underlined through the conflation of philosophy of aesthetics and psychology, this conflation combines both affect (how we are affected by experience) and the perception of form and space. Lipps introduces the notion of empathy to explain not only how people experience inanimate objects, but also how they understand the mental states of other people. Lipps believed that our experience of the world affects us to see an activity of both 'force' and 'counterforce' as a perceived geometry. In one's ability to project an aesthetic sensibility into objects and spaces, Lipps' proposed that aesthetic enjoyment is best understood as objectified self-enjoyment -that is, the perception of form and shapes to the eye mimicry. Moreover, we are only able to think through sharing our experiences of touch and sight, gained through the acquisition of language, and in this respect tacit intelligence, the application of a designers craft, also becomes social, cultural and ultimately, emotive.
Tactile Epistemology and Fashion Design
In fashion design a kinesthetic sensibility is the controlling force dictating the designer's vision. A fundamental skill imparted to fashion students dictates they do not attempt to design without first Mimesis, a concept deeply rooted in western thought, presumes a continuum between the actual experience of the world and the production of signs about that world. In this context mimesis is where the fashion designer is capable of remembering the presence and quality of some other thing. For the fashion designer, being able to inhabit the qualities of a material and absorb the characteristics of the prospective wearer is fundamental to good design.
Perception and Fashion Design
In the production of fashion design, where touch and thought exist collectively as a continuing element of the designer's development, thought is already sculptural, so the question arises does anything exist which is not sculptural? In a physical context, whenever one touches something, one experiences the fact that one's self (or body) ends According to Merleau-Ponty, we perceive the world through our whole-body as it becomes an embodied subject; which is an outcome of our ability to stand between subject and object, paradoxically one exists as both. This philosophical construct, of 'being-in-perception', has both spatial and socio-cultural connotations, in how we relate our own form, shape and body dimension to that of other people, and other things, in a cultural context.
For the fashion designer, arguably, good design is only attainable when one is able to perceive and embody the characteristic of the wearer. Through the sense of touch, the fashion designer has to experiment with fabric and a multitude of other textile fibers, such as interfacing and canvas, which can be applied to a garment in order to sustain silhouette and shape. Fashion design is therefore a performance of thinking and touching the world one is affected by, whilst simultaneously, as an intentional concept of consciousness, wishing to With regards to fashion design, being-in-perception is an embodiment of one's periphery, whilst simultaneously a projected inhabitation of the other one is perceiving. Sculptural thinking thus registers both a physical and emotional sense of being with others, as much as solely being-in-oneself.
A Structure of Feeling
In 'The Long Revolution' (1961) Raymond Williams describes his 'structure of feeling' theory as a collection of feelings within society related to the inter-relationship between culture and a period in history.
In brief, William's was interested in feeling and sensations not in 
Methodology: a note on the body-mind-city
The initial conversation acknowledged the embryonic stage to the paradoxically understood fashion design as both sculptural and notsculptural, and fashion and not-fashion. In phenomenological terms, sculptural thinking in fashion is inseparable from the perceiving bodysubject, since it is precisely through the body that one has the cognition and articulation of sculptural thinking in fashion in the first instance.
In brief, the interconnectivity is conceptualised by an alteration of body and mind: that the thinking subject is the clothed body and the clothed body is the thinking subject.
This oscillation leads on to typify the thinking body in fashioned dress, and the fashioned body, thinking in the city. In the writing of Michel 
Section Two: Crosscurrent Thinking and Practices
The initial stages involved reading through the various philosophies, theories and concepts through the lens of a creative studio practice, which, in this section, were absorbed and then developed towards a practical, object-based enquiry; including observing and handling garments in workshops and archives, as well as reviewing fashion and sculpture exhibitions. Thus the latter part of this paper attempts to be far more prosaic and practical in thinking how the concepts of sculptural thinking discussed so far might be applied within a designers' studio. This is not to suggest that all the designers highlighted in this section are fully aware of the notion of sculptural thinking. Rather, the designers highlighted in this section manifest an understanding to thinking and handling materials in-the-round, which encompasses the embodied subject that moves amongst others in urban settings.
There is plenty of evidence in designers and artists' sketchbooks, and in manuals of architecture, to show that in trying to grasp new and Muir. 25 In their own way, each of these designers demonstrate a diverse approach to the interrelationship between design, form and the drape of the fabric. James was renowned in the mid twentieth century as a master at sculpting fabric in a stiffened way for the female form.
His garments were described as, '… a built environment, constructed 
Conclusion: and some continuing thoughts
This study reflects upon sculptural thinking through the lens of creative practice: it is the creative sensibility of practice, one that situates itself within an expanded field, which enabled the conceptual play to tease out new insights on fashion thinking.
It quickly became apparent during the research that sculptural thinking facilitated an intimacy between the self and perceived other, which led to the phenomenological dimensions of being-in-perception within fashion, and exploring this perception to urban spaces.
Acknowledging the code of fashion is nothing new; it has been widely explored by writers such as Roland Barthes 38 and Fred Davies 39 .
However, fashion as a code, worn as an invitation or engagement with others, within a particular cultural context, became significant in phenomenological terms. The dress code one adopts cannot claim independence from Böhler's notion of the kinesthetic body, and consequently dress code, self and sculptural thinking are not independent entities but operate equally as interrelated co-requites. In a public space, the kinesthetic body is a being-in-perception; it is there Thought is essentially dependent on, and framed in scope by the acquisition of both emotion, language and means of sociability.
Thought is also dependent on the relationship between touch and a stock of simple abstract spatial concepts (lines, planes, angles, spheres, cones, cylinders…), which are mobilised in communication and sociability with one another. Communication takes place in fashion not just through the notion of style but equally, and correspondingly, through shapes, silhouettes and volume. Sculptural thinking therefore is not just a process of cognition, or a means of human development, it is something that holistically envelops us: ultimately, sculptural thinking is something we wear.
[ There are a number of potential developments for future research relating sculptural thinking to other topical issues; of particular interest 
